
Hand pallet truck 2500 kg quick lift
Product information

High quality pallet truck, equipped with quick lift, tandem wheels in front and it's light to push and move. 210° turning angle enables easy
moving and maintenance-free hydraulic unit ensures carefree use.  Auxiliary wheels in front of the bogies help getting under the pallets and
speed up the work.

The quick-lift feature works up to approx. 300 kg with seven full pumps to reach the maximum height. After this, the pumping frequency
approaches normal.
 

WHEEL ALTERNATIVES:
Nylon: Durable, hard and extremely light to push
PU: Quiet and soft
Vulkolla: Quiet and light to push
Steel: Durable metal structure and light to push

 

Features: Wheels: nylon
Material: Steel
Marking: CE-marked

Part Code WLL
ton

Width of forks
mm

Lenght of forks 
mm

Minimum height of fork
mm

Max. lifting height
mm

Weight
kg

Delivery time

HAVA2500PN 2.5 550 1,150 85 200 80 0



Technical data

SPARE PARTS
 

Spare part (product code) for *old model Spare part (product code) for *new model Description Suitable for hand pallet truck (product code)

HAVA25PNTI HAVA25PNTIS Sealing kit HAVA2500PN

HAVA25OS38 HAVA25NOKKAPYORAS Small enter roller / tip wheel HAVA2500PN

HAVA25OS13 HAVA25LAAKERISUOJAS Bearing dust cover, big wheel HAVA2500PN

HAVA25ISO HAVA25ISOS Big steering wheel, nylon HAVA2500PN

HAVA25TELI HAVA25TELIS Fork/loading wheel, nylon HAVA2500PN

HAVA25TEISO (poistuva) HAVA25TEISOS (tulossa) Big steering wheel, steel HAVA2500PN

HAVA25TETELI (poistuva) HAVA25TETELIS (tulossa) Fork/loading wheel, steel HAVA2500PN

HAVA25PUISO HAVA25PUISOS Big steering wheel, PU HAVA2500PN

HAVA25PUTELI HAVA25PUTELIS Fork/loading wheel, PU HAVA2500PN

HAVA2535VUISO n/a Big steering wheel, vulkollan HAVA2500PN

HAVA2535VUTELI n/a Fork/loading wheel, vulkollan HAVA2500PN

HAVA25OS9 HAVALAAKERIS Separate bearing for wheels HAVA2500PN

Also other spare parts available with a delivery time, ask our sales for more information

NOTE: *Old model: type label (plate) is in front of the fork body | New model: type label (sticker) is inside the fork body
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